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Suppose America Gave a Proxy War
in Syria and Nobody Came?
JULY 7, 2016 — SAM HELLER
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Last Wednesday, the New Syrian Army—America’s best, maybe only, hope to challenge the self-proclaimed Islamic State

in its east Syrian stronghold—launched a daring attack on the heart of Islamic State territory.

By Thursday, it had gone wrong.

Islamic State had been waiting, and the New Syrian Army only barely avoided being annihilated by circling jihadists. On

Twitter and in an interview with me, the group’s commander, Khaz’al al-Sarhan, railed against his American backers and

speculated that his own group may have been infiltrated by Islamic State.

Download

TRANSLATION: “YOUR BROTHERS [ONLY] LOST TWO MARTYRS – WE ASK GOD TO ACCEPT THEM – AND THERE
ARE A FEW WOUNDED. THE REASON YOUR BROTHERS WITHDREW WAS AMERICA’S TREACHERY AND BETRAYAL

OF OUR FORCES.”

For the United States, it was just the latest in a series of mostly unsuccessful attempts to field a Syrian Arab proxy force

against Islamic State. Even after the conspicuous failure of other U.S.-trained units, the United States seems no closer to

figuring out how to get Syria’s rebels to fight America’s war.

Near-Disaster in Albukamal

The June 29 offensive was supposed to showcase the New Syrian Army (Jeish Suriya al-Jadid, or the NSA), America’s

latest partner in Syria. It is one of several Syrian factions fighting Islamic State (IS, also known by an earlier acronym,

ISIS) that have been trained and equipped overtly by the Pentagon and backed by the international coalition America

has assembled against Islamic State. The NSA was attacking Albukamal, a key strategic border town in Syria’s eastern

Deir al-Zour province that serves as the desert link between Islamic State in Syria and Iraq.
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The NSA advanced from its base in the central Syrian desert to Albukamal’s outskirts, where it seized an airfield and set

up a base in a local school. But the offensive seems to have been dramatically undermanned. The NSA may have top-of-

the-line U.S.-supplied hardware and U.S. air support, but according to sources within the group, it has only about 150

fighters. The day after it arrived in Albukamal with such fanfare, the NSA had been encircled by Islamic State forces.

The NSA could have been wiped out. “Thank God they didn’t use a car bomb on our encircled men,” Khaz’al al-Sarhan

told me over social media. “We would have lost a lot.”

It was only thanks to help from American bombers that the NSA was able to narrowly escape and retreat west to its

base. The heavily publicized rebel offensive had completely collapsed a day after it begun. Somewhat miraculously, it

had suffered only a handful of casualties—Sarhan told me two had died, although other accounts put the number higher.

“Thank God they didn’t use a car bomb on our encircled men,”
Khaz’al al-Sarhan told me over social media. “We would have lost
a lot.”

MAP CREDIT: AGATHOCLE DE SYRACUSE. LABELS ADDED BY AUTHOR.
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But the defeat was a blow to hopes that the NSA—or anyone, really—can free the residents of Albukamal and Deir al-

Zour from Islamic State.

Arab Partners against Islamic State

The failure of the Albukamal offensive was yet another example of how the United States has struggled to navigate the

politics of Syria’s civil war and transform Syria’s local conflict into the anti-jihadist proxy war Washington would prefer

to fight.

America’s coalition has had some success fighting Islamic State in northeast Syria—but so far, its only reliable partners

have been Kurdish-led forces deeply unpopular with the mostly Arab Syrian opposition. To effectively capture and hold

Arab areas held by Islamic State, America needs Arab partners with local roots and credibility. But U.S. attempts to

recruit and back these sorts of Syrian Arab forces have repeatedly stumbled, as the United States has failed to account

for the factional and personal politics of Syria’s rebels, as well as the basic disconnect between the U.S. priority of

combating Islamic State and most rebels’ aim of toppling the regime of Bashar al-Assad.

The NSA seemed to be the United States’ best chance at an ally that, at least for Washington, made sense. The NSA

announced itself late last year, vowing to liberate Deir al-Zour from Islamic State. Sarhan and Lt. Col. Muhannad al-

Talla’, former head of the rebel Military Council in Deir al-Zour, commanded the NSA. Rebels from Deir al-Zour manned

the NSA, and Albukamal residents from Sarhan’s Allahu Akbar Brigades (Kataib Allahu Akbar) formed the group’s core.
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Here was a group of fighters who had to fight Islamic State to free their homes and families. But the symbolism of the

group seemed even bigger—in contrast with its essentially regional character, the NSA’s name and branding appeared to

promise an ambitious and unifying national project.

The NSA was formed under the aegis of the Authenticity and Development Front (Jabhat al-Asalah wal-Tanmiyyah), a

coalition of rebel factions that could lend some revolutionary legitimacy to what might otherwise seem like a creation of

the Pentagon. Sarhan’s Allahu Akbar Brigades had previously been part of the Authenticity and Development Front. The

Authenticity and Development Front had a long track record of fighting the Assad regime across the country, but it had

been most deeply rooted in the east.

After initially training in Jordan, the NSA captured the southern desert outpost of al-Tanf from the Islamic State in

March and established its base there. In the barren desert south, the NSA and its backers in the American-led coalition

against Islamic State didn’t need to worry about the unwieldy mix of factions far away in Syria’s rebel north, including

Syrian al-Qaeda affiliate Jabhat al-Nusrah. Months earlier, Jabhat al-Nusrah had attacked the first Pentagon-trained

faction to re-enter the country in northern Aleppo, killing and abducting dozens of the U.S.-trained fighters. A second

U.S.-backed unit in the north surrendered much of its equipment to Jabhat al-Nusrah within days of re-entering Syria.

NEW SYRIAN ARMY TROOPS. THIRD FROM RIGHT: KHAZ’AL AL-SARHAN; RIGHT: LT. COL. MUHANNAD AL-TALLA’. SOURCE: NEW

SYRIAN ARMY TWITTER.
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What Really Happened in Albukamal?

The Albukamal offensive came after a bruising several months for the NSA, including a May Islamic State car bombing

against the NSA’s base that killed eleven NSA members and wounded many more, according to a NSA media official who

spoke to me over social media. In June, Russian planes bombed the al-Tanf base, killing two NSA members, apparently

to make a political point to the United States.

Yet instead of laying low, the NSA went on the offensive. Attacking Albukamal would have been ambitious, even in

greater numbers. Attacking with only 150 men seems to have been spectacularly ill-advised.

Ziad Awad, editor of the Deir al-Zour-focused news site Ain al-Madina, followed the battle from his home in the Turkish

border town of Akçakale.

Awad, himself a native of Deir al-Zour, said it was clear to him “from the start” that Islamic State had made a tactical

retreat. The NSA wasn’t making a lightning advance across the desert, Awad observed; it was just that Islamic State had

deliberately fallen back to an easier-to-defend town. The NSA had advanced across exposed desert, Awad said, and “in

these sort of open spaces, ISIS avoids direct confrontation, for fear of aerial bombing.”

NEW SYRIAN ARMY FORCES PREPARE TO MOVE ON ALBUKAMAL. SOURCE: NEW SYRIAN ARMY TWITTER.
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NSA commander Khaz’al al-Sarhan said he and his men had been outfoxed.

“They knew all the details of when we’d come,” Sarhan told me over social media. “They baited us into an ambush, and

we fell in the trap.”

After the NSA’s withdrawal, Islamic State-linked media outlet A’maq News Agency released footage of Islamic State

members beheading several NSA fighters and parading through the streets of Albukamal with captured vehicles and

weaponry.

Still, U.S. officials and rebels involved with the NSA defended the raid deep into Islamic State territory.

Speaking to me over Skype from Kuwait, Khaled al-Hammad, secretary-general of the Authenticity and Development

Front, said he believed the Albukamal offensive had achieved tangible and symbolic gains.

“Getting out of this place safely, killing lots of ISIS members, destroying a number of their vehicles and bases—I think

that’s a good accomplishment,” Hammad told me. “It gives hope for liberation and for shattering this idol [Islamic

State], which has been given more than its due.”

The spokesman for America’s coalition against Islamic State, U.S. Army Col. Christopher Garver, acknowledged to me

over e-mail that the NSA had not liberated Albukamal. Yet he said that “at the tactical level, the NSA troops fought with

bravery and demonstrated their ability to cross large swaths of desert terrain quickly, move through ISIS territory

undetected, conduct attacks to seize a foothold in a city, and break contact from a determined enemy.” He said the attack

had disrupted Islamic State control around Albukamal and placed new pressure on the group.

Still, others have asked how this critical NSA offensive could have been so ill conceived.

“Getting out of this place safely, killing lots of ISIS members,
destroying a number of their vehicles and bases—I think that’s a
good accomplishment,” Hammad told me. “It gives hope for
liberation and for shattering this idol [Islamic State], which has
been given more than its due.”
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Awad called the decision to launch the attack “remarkable.” According to Awad, “A lot of fighters today, or the

revolutionaries from Deir al-Zour, are seriously asking, ʻHow? Who made this battle plan?’”

What Went Wrong

According to Sarhan, the offensive involved a number of moving parts, almost none of which functioned as intended.

For one, the plan had hinged on a parallel offensive by Iraqi tribesmen on Albukamal’s Iraqi twin city, al-Qaim—an

offensive that never came. The NSA’s numbers were too small to stand up to Islamic State alone, Sarhan said.

“Sleeper cells” inside Albukamal also didn’t materialize. They may have been intimidated by an Islamic State video

released the day of the offensive in which the Islamic State executed five Albukamal residents. In the video, the five

confessed to sending bombing coordinates to the NSA and disseminating NSA propaganda flyers.

And in a now-deleted series of tweets Friday, Sarhan blamed the Americans for their “treachery and betrayal.” He told

me, “They left our men without [air] cover, not like they promised.” The Americans failed to bomb Islamic State units en

route to reinforce Albukamal, Sarhan said. “They said it was because of weakness in their intelligence,” he continued.

“They didn’t have specific coordinates, and the ISIS members moved fast.”

Col. Garver said coalition aircraft had conducted fifteen airstrikes against Islamic State tactical units and static targets in

support of the NSA offensive between June 28 and 29. The Authenticity and Development Front’s Hammad denied that

the Americans had failed the NSA.

Sarhan also said Islamic State’s commanders were experienced and effective—and they may have had inside knowledge.

“They’ve probably infiltrated us,” Sarhan said. When asked how, he said, “I don’t know. Maybe they sent some people

from the region who joined our forces and we haven’t discovered it yet.”

As for the operation’s odd timing, Sarhan said it was launched “because of a Jordanian demand, because ISIS targeted

“They’ve probably infiltrated us,” Sarhan said. When asked how,
he said, “I don’t know. Maybe they sent some people from the
region who joined our forces and we haven’t discovered it yet.”
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their border and the al-Ruqban base,” referring to a recent Islamic State car bombing that killed a number of Jordanian

border guards. Sarhan continued, “So they asked us to move, to get retribution. We agreed and got lots of equipment,

most of which fell into these ISIS members’ hands.”

Sarhan also said that a Jordanian special forces officer, whom he declined to name, helped lead the Albukamal offensive.

A representative for the Jordanian government did not respond to requests for comment. Col. Garver denied that any

coalition advisors participated in ground combat operations.

Hammad denied both that Jordan had urged the offensive and that a Jordanian officer had helped command the NSA’s

forces. He also told me any pressure had been American, not Jordanian. “The preparation was rushed, thanks to the

American side,” Hammad said. “There should have been more [fighters] and more preparation, but things were

hurried.”

When asked if the United States had pushed the offensive, Col. Garver declined to comment.

Whatever the truth, Sarhan’s account raises troubling questions about America’s strategy against Islamic State, which

relies on tight coordination with allies such as Jordan and Iraq, and committed support from Syrian and Iraqi local

militias.

A Hard Ceiling on Recruitment

Hammad said the operation should have been put off until the NSA could muster at least 1,000 fighters.

But it isn’t clear the NSA recruitment could ever reach such high numbers. The NSA’s force strength is up from the

several dozen fighters it fielded late last year, but more recruitment has been hampered by the same problems—

factionalism, personality disputes, and mistrust of the United States—that have hobbled U.S. efforts against Islamic State

elsewhere.

The NSA should, in theory, be more functional than the U.S.’s other “train-and-equip” forces. Enlistment in the Pentagon

program disappointed expectations in part because trained forces were required to focus exclusively on fighting Islamic

State instead of the Assad regime. The Assad regime has almost no foothold in Deir al-Zour, however. It is Islamic State

that stands between these fighters and their homes.

And yet the NSA has failed to recruit more of the Deir al-Zour rebels whom Islamic State drove out of the province in
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summer 2014 and scattered across Syria and Turkey.

In part, this is because—shiny new branding to the contrary—the NSA is made of the same rebels who have been

fighting for almost five years, and it has inherited their personal and factional baggage.

Many Deir al-Zour commanders refuse to serve under Talla’ and Sarhan, whom they accuse of being weak or crooked.

Sarhan confirmed to me that he had standing disputes with some commanders. Talla’ is blamed by some for the failure

of the Military Council to provide Deir al-Zour rebels with meaningful support. Some also associate him with the

decision of rebels in his hometown of Muhassan not to resist Islamic State when it took Deir al-Zour.

Yet “Saleh,” an activist from Albukamal who spoke to me from Turkey and asked to use a pseudonym, said the issue was

as much about egos as about objections to any one person.

“Deir al-Zour is a region of leaders—each one of them wants to be a leader,” Saleh told me over the phone. “Honestly!

Even fighters in those brigades, they think they’re leaders. It’s a fight between warlords. Each of them wants to be the

one.”

Tlass al-Salameh’s Eastern Lions Army (Jeish Usoud al-Sharqiyyeh) is one Deir al-Zour faction that has refused to join

the NSA. The Eastern Lions, which periodically fight Islamic State alongside the NSA, are based in the mountains east of

Damascus. They were also part of the Authenticity and Development Front until they split last December, and they

separately receive backing from the U.S.-led Military Operations Center (MOC) in Amman, Jordan, a coordination cell

that reportedly includes the CIA.

“Tlass al-Salameh is supported by the MOC. And the NSA is backed by the Pentagon,” said Ain al-Madina editor Awad.

“That is, two military projects backed by one party [the United States], basically.” Awad called it “striking” that the

United States couldn’t force two militias it backs to collaborate.

Deir al-Zour fighters are also reluctant to become too closely involved with America; they don’t trust U.S. efforts after

five years of lukewarm, mercurial support for the Syrian opposition. “Lots of fighters don’t feel as if the American

government is serious about these projects,” said Awad.

The Russian strike on the NSA’s base only raised further questions about the United States’ commitment. Talla’ and the

NSA media official both told me the United States had earlier promised to protect the NSA from any attack, a promise

that may have been impossible to keep.
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And even among rebels from Deir al-Zour, few are comfortable focusing exclusively on Islamic State. “Most of the

genuinely capable fighters, the ones really committed to fighting with ISIS, are, at base, revolutionaries. They took up

arms against Bashar al-Assad,” said Awad.

“Deir al-Zour isn’t a state all on its own,” Awad told me. “Deir al-Zour is part of Syria.”

The Pentagon Sells the New Syrian Army

Some of these objections to the NSA—and thus obstacles to recruitment—stem from sloppy messaging and image

management. The Authenticity and Development Front’s leadership would have avoided some amateur mistakes, group

official Hammad said, but it had been sidelined by the United States and its coalition partners on nearly all decision-

making related to the NSA. Instead, U.S. and other coalition officials dealt only with commanders Talla’ and Sarhan. A

coalition media office had produced some of the NSA’s embarrassing media output.

“Some of the statements that came out, the flyers that were dropped—they made it out to be an American project,”

Hammad told me. “It never took on a Syrian, Arab, patriotic character.”

Hammad has attempted personally to run interference. After a NSA introductory video in which Sarhan spoke in front

of an upside-down revolutionary flag and made no reference to the Assad regime, for example, Hammad gave a battery

of interviews in which he highlighted the role of the Authenticity and Development Front and the NSA’s revolutionary

character and opposition to the regime.

The NSA now has two Twitter feeds apparently working at cross purposes: one in Arabic administered by the

Authenticity and Development Front and another in Arabic and English administered by the U.S.-led coalition. On June

28, the Authenticity and Development Twitter feed directed followers to a set of official NSA social media feeds,

including a channel on the messaging app Telegram. Days later, the coalition Twitter feed told a follower (in English),

“We don’t have any Telegram channel, it’s for some supporters.”
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The coalition media effort has frequently seemed tone-deaf. On July 1, for example, it tweeted graphics of coalition jets

on which the NSA’s logo had been superimposed on the jets’ bombs. Coalition bombing in Deir al-Zour continues to be

controversial among residents because of the damage caused to civilian livelihoods and infrastructure, people from Deir

al-Zour told me.

Speaking to me about an earlier instance in which the NSA associated itself with coalition bombing, Hammad asked me,

“We don’t have planes, how do we take responsibility for coalition bombing?”

The spokesman for the coalition’s NSA media office did not respond to requests for comment.

“We won’t say we’ll work alone—we can’t,” said Hammad. But Hammad said this partnership had to be rebalanced, and

that the coalition couldn’t assume control of every aspect of the project, including its media output.

ضرألا _ موي ةيلمع # لالخ  ًاماه  ًارود  اوبعل  نيذلا  لساوبلا  روقصلا  ركشن 
. ديدجلا _ ايروس _ شيج # .ةيلمعلا لحارم  ةفاك  دانسا  يف 

pic.twitter.com/LcbdeQBsm3

— The New Syrian Army (@NSyA_Official) July 1, 2016

GRAPHIC OF A JET DROPPING BOMBS FEATURING THE NEW SYRIAN ARMY’S LOGO. SOURCE: NEW SYRIAN ARMY TWITTER.
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“We need to say we’re a faction that belongs the Free Syrian Army and the Syrian Arab Republic, but we have friends

who help us,” he told me. “That sort of discourse, not what the Pentagon says, which no one accepts.”

No One Waiting in the Wings

It seems unlikely that the NSA can successfully challenge Islamic State without an aggressive recruiting campaign, yet it

also seems unlikely to be able to attract more men if it cannot reorient itself.

Ain al-Madina editor Awad told me that the NSA’s popularity among Deir al-Zour residents could improve, but the NSA

needs to show real accomplishments on the ground.

On the first day of the offensive, he said, “There was a lot of optimism among the sons of Deir al-Zour, both inside Deir al-

Zour and among Deir al-Zour residents in the diaspora. Despite all this opinion on the NSA, the way people see this

army could have changed if it had realized a real accomplishment on the ground.

“If it made gains on the ground and seized territory,” he said, “we would see hundreds of fighters join it.”

Aside from the NSA, there seems to be no one else coming to Deir al-Zour’s rescue.

Reports have circulated that the Assad regime will mount an offensive on Deir al-Zour with Russian backing, but so far

it has not materialized. Kurdish forces are unlikely to push further south into Arab Deir al-Zour.

The United States and its allies have been unwilling to commit their own troops to dislodging Islamic State—a move

which would almost certainly be bloody and counterproductive, and is not currently on the table.

Instead, U.S. efforts depend on Syrian fighters. But that means the success or failure of the U.S. effort to combat Islamic

State, even with an ostensibly new force like the NSA, is wrapped up in five years of Syrian revolutionary politics. The

The United States and its allies have been unwilling to commit
their own troops to dislodging Islamic State—a move which
would almost certainly be bloody and counterproductive, and is
not currently on the table.
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United States has to recruit proxy fighters from the ranks of Syrian rebels who, not unreasonably, believe the United

States does not share the Syrian opposition’s agenda. And it has to lean on individual rebel commanders who, after years

of war, have their own history.

Those dynamics mean that, whatever the expenditures of the United States and its allies, towns like Albukamal will are

likely to remain under the control of Islamic State in the near term. If a faction like the NSA cannot take the town,

Albukamal activist Saleh told me, “there’s no one. To put it simply.”

“You have large amounts of fighters divided across many areas inside Syria, and no one will take the lead to decide to go

into Albukamal,” he said. “And even if [these other factions] decided [to go in], no one would help them—I’m talking

about the Americans.”

What’s left is an American strategy for proxy war nearly unrelated to the actual rebel scene inside Syria. The United

States and its allies have invested in a series of Syrian rebel militias—the latest being the New Syrian Army—that were

meant to free Syrians from Islamic State.

None of them actually seem up to it—but if they aren’t, it’s not clear if anyone is.

“For now,” said Saleh, “if it’s not the NSA, it’ll be no one else.”

Sam Heller, Contributor
Sam Heller is a Beirut-based freelance writer and analyst. He has written
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2009 and 2010. He holds a master's degree in Arabic from the University
of Maryland College Park and a bachelor's degree in Political Science
from Yale University.
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